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Imagine a roomful of kids on Sunday absolutely enraptured by dynamic Bible teaching. Here and

there a mouth hangs open as the kids engage the story of Boaz and Ruth with the kind of

enthusiasm usually reserved for their new Xbox 360. Isnâ€™t that what you want as a Sunday

school teacher? You long to reach your kids on Sunday in a way that actually makes a difference in

their lives on Monday. But how? A new book of crafts and activities? Nope. Fifty new conversation

starters for kids and leaders? Nuh uh. One more booklet of reproducible coloring sheets? Donâ€™t

even. How about a book jam-packed with techniques and creative methods that lead to truly

transformational teaching â€¦ the kind that leaves kids living life differently on Monday as a result of

their time with you on Sunday. The Fabulous Reinvention of Sunday School is an indispensable

guidebook to transformational teaching in childrenâ€™s ministries of every size and setting. Create

excellence for kids through four ministry-rocking values. Unleash fabulous and powerful techniques

that lead to unforgettable teaching moments. Consult a veritable handbook of twenty creative

methods that bring any Bible story to life. Designed with whimsical quirkiness and written with

humor and passion, this book will transform the way youâ€”and your kidsâ€”experience the

life-changing potential of Sunday school.
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I can think of only one word to sum up what I thought of this book: Fabulous!Honestly. Last week

someone on my staff gave me this book. Although I have a creative streak, usually my

administrative tendencies crowd out that part of my personality. Knowing that Willow Creek highly



values and usually sets the standard on using the "arts" in ministry... I initially wasn't interested. I

figured this would be a book I would skim. No, really. Any book that is purposelyfilled with funny and

wierd sketches on almost every page is enough to make we want to sit in front of CSPAN all day. I

think my deal was that I just don't like using drama and arts in the context of children's ministry

because from my experience, it is usually crappy! So, I wasn't really interested.That very night I was

up late doing some work. It was 1:00 AM (yes, I don't have kids yet) and I wasn't quite ready to turn

in for the night, so I pulled out this book. Finally at 3:30 AM I put the book down because I knew I

was going to be trashed the next day if I didn't get at least 4 hours of sleep. One word... AMAZING!

Totally not what I expected. Yes, the book is full of information about drama and the arts... but it's so

much more than that. Simply put, it's completely about the most important part of what I do every

weekend, the 20 to 25 minutes when I take God's word and give it to the kids who attend my

service. This book is about maximizing that time, ensuring that it is a moment that will stick with

them for longer than 20 minutes after they leave. Never have I read a book like this. It's theoretical,

it's practical and man is it funny. I caught myself laughing out loud time and time again.
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